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"Well/ Angus was at a loss for words as he knew that Arthur's advice was reasonable.

Considering the grudge between the Southern Boss and Leon, along with how influential the Cynthion Group became, the

Southern Boss would only be forced to act more carefully even with Roanne by Leon's side.

The Southern Boss would not give up on taking over Cynthion Group and might even be forced to harm Roanne when it became

necessary, which would put Roanne in danger.

"Uncle Arthur, we should let Roanne make the decision herself!" Angus said thoughtfully.

Though he wanted Roanne to remain by Leon's side and hinder the Southern Boss's action to repay all that Leon did for the

Thompsons, this would also put Roanne in danger and that was the last thing Angus wanted.

Instantly, he found himself at a crossroads and could only seek Roanne's opinion on the matter.

"Roanne, do you want to stay with Mister Wolf, or move back in with us? Make the call!" Angus asked.

"Of course, I'm staying with Leon, Iris, and the others!" Roanne beamed and decided.

"Roanne, you need to think this through! If you continue to stay by Mister Wolfs side, your life might be in danger," Angus said

worriedly.

"It’s fine, Dad! Leon saved my life time and time again! If it wasn't for him, I would've died a long time ago! If staying by his side

means I can help him, I'm not afraid of danger," Roanne said with determination.

She did not wish to move out of Leon's house, to begin with, and since she learned that the Southern Boss was targeting Leon

and the others, there were even more reasons to remain by Leon's side.

"Um, alright, then! I respect your choice!" Angus said thoughtfully.

Though he worried about Roanne's safety, the Southern Boss might not harm Leon or Roanne out of fear of the Thompsons.

Even if the Southern Boss leaped into action, he would not dare to hurt Roanne, or he would be declaring war against the

Thompsons.

"Great!" Roanne was overjoyed and grinned from ear to ear.

She was devastated when Angus insisted that she moved back in with her family, but to her pleasant surprise, Angus changed

his mind and allowed her to stay with Leon, Iris, and the others.

"Angus, since you and Roanne have made up your mind, the two of you will handle this! Remember to send a few men to keep

an eye on the Southern Boss and the Spears, so that we can move as soon as they act. Remind Mister Wolf to be careful as

well!" Arthur reminded.

"I know!" Angus nodded.

With that, Arthur took Yonas and left.
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